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The 2H(p, n) charge exchange reaction at Tp = 790 MeV is used to study the ∆(1232)–nucleon
(∆N) interaction in the ∆ resonance excitation energy region. For the ∆N potential, a meson
exchange model is adopted where π, ρ, ω, and σ meson exchanges are taken into account. The
deuteron disintegration below and above pion threshold is calculated using a coupled channel ap-
proach. Various observables, such as the inclusive cross section, the quasifree ∆ decay, the coherent
pion production, and the two–nucleon breakup are considered. It is shown that these observables are
influenced by the dynamical treatment of the ∆ degrees of freedom. Of special interest is the coher-
ent pion decay of the ∆ resonance which is studied by means of the exclusive reaction 2H(p, nπ+)2H.
Both the peak energy and the magnitude of the coherent pion production cross section depend very
sensitively on the strength of the ∆N potential. The coherent pions have a peak energy of ω = 300
MeV and a strongly forward peaked angular distribution.
25.40.Kv, 25.10.+s, 14.20.Gk, 24.10.Eq
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, inclusive and exclusive (p, n) and (3He, t) charge exchange reactions at intermediate energies have
been proven to be excellent probes for investigating the ∆ dynamics in nuclei. The most important observation
of the inclusive charge exchange reactions is the downward energy shift of the ∆ resonance peak position by ≈ 70
MeV in nuclear targets (with mass number A ≥ 10) as compared to the proton target [1–5]. Microscopic ∆–hole
model calculations show that a large part of this shift is caused by the attractive ∆–nucleon (∆N) interaction in the
spin–longitudinal (LO) channel [6–10]. A direct signature of this interaction is provided by the measurement of the
coherent pion decay spectrum where the pion of the ∆ resonance decay is measured in coincidence with the ejectile
while the target nucleus is left in its ground state [11–16]. These coherent pions couple strongly to the LO channel.
Due to the attractive ∆N potential in this channel, their energy spectrum is substantially shifted downwards relative
to the ∆ resonance peak position of the inclusive reaction.
In this paper we study the ∆ excitation in the deuteron target using the 2H(p, n) charge exchange reaction at
Tp=790 MeV. The deuteron has the advantage that its wave function is well known and that the Fermi motion of the
∆N system can be treated properly. Therefore the effects of the ∆N interaction can be studied in a more direct way
than in heavier nuclei. In the past most of the studies on the deuteron have been carried out with electromagnetic
and hadronic probes, such as in photon–deuteron (γd) and pion–deuteron (πd) scattering, leading to NN , πd, and
πNN final reaction channels. In these reactions the intermediate ∆N interaction plays an important role [17–23].
The photon excites the ∆ dominantly with spin–transverse (TR) coupling, i. e. by the transition operator ~S × ~q ~T
(~S and ~T are the spin and isospin transition operators, respectively), while the pion excites it with spin–longitudinal
(~S · ~q ~T ) coupling. Both couplings are orthogonal to each other and therefore give different information on the ∆N
interaction. In the charge exchange reactions the target is exposed to the virtual π and ρ meson fields produced by
the (p, n) projectile–ejectile system. The pion–like interaction excites the LO response function (~S · ~q ~T coupling)
of the target while the ρ–meson–like interaction excites the TR response function (~S × ~q ~T coupling). Due to the
kinematics, the virtual meson fields obey the energy–momentum relation ω < q and thus explore the LO and TR
response functions in an (ω, ~q ) region which is inaccessible to real pion and real photon scattering.
In the interpretation of the (γd) and (πd) scattering reactions, various theoretical models have been applied to
treat the ∆N dynamics. Among these models are the coupled channel approach [24–29] and the three–body Faddeev
treatment of the πNN system [30,31]. In the present paper we make use of a coupled channel approach to describe
the ∆N system in a non–relativistic framework. We set up a system of coupled equations for the ∆N wave function in
configuration space. We then apply the Lanczos method for solving the equations. The ∆N potential is constructed
within a meson–exchange model. The exchanged mesons taken into account are the pion (π), the rho (ρ), the omega
(ω), and the sigma (σ).
The aim of the present paper is to show that the (p, n) reaction at forward scattering angles is an interesting tool
to study the ∆N interaction in the deuteron. The advantage of the (p, n) reaction over other probes is twofold:
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First, at forward scattering angles the quasi–elastic peak cross section and the ∆ resonance peak cross section are
energetically well separated. The ∆ resonance cross section is very large as compared to the quasi–elastic cross section
providing a well–defined ∆ resonance peak in the spectrum. Second, the ∆ resonance cross section involves both a
LO and TR component (with a ratio of LO/TR = 1/2) and thus allows to examine the complete spin structure of
the ∆N interaction. The LO excitation is of special interest for the coherent pion decay of the ∆N system. Due to
the LO spin structure in both the excitation and de–excitation process the cross section for coherent pion production
becomes relative large. Because the ∆N interaction is most attractive in the LO channel, the coherent pion spectrum
is expected to clearly exhibit the effects of the ∆N potential. It turns out, indeed, that both the peak energy and the
magnitude of the coherent pion production cross section depend quite sensitively on the strength of this potential.
Other observables, such as the inclusive cross section, the quasifree ∆ decay cross section, and the two–nucleon
breakup, are also shown to be influenced by the dynamical treatment of the ∆ degrees of freedom.
The organization of the present paper is at follows. In Sec. 2 we give a detailed account of the formulation and
methods of calculation used in the analysis of the data. First we present the coupled channel approach and show how
to calculate the correlated ∆N wave function in a very efficient way with the Lanczos method. Then we split the
inclusive cross section into its various partial cross sections, as there are the contributions of coherent pion production,
quasifree ∆ decay, and two–nucleon breakup. In Sec. 3 we discuss the parameters used in our model. We present the
results of the cross section calculations and compare them to experimental data [32,33]. Finally, in Sec. 4 we give a
summary and conclusions.
II. THEORY
We are interested here in the calculation of the inclusive and exclusive cross sections for the 2H(p, n) charge exchange
reaction in the ∆ resonance energy region. Since we shall deal with high projectile energies (Tp = 790 MeV), we assume
that the cross sections can be calculated within the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA). Because of the
transparency of the deuteron target it is sufficient to calculate the distortion effects within the eikonal approximation.
A. Inclusive cross section
We start our formulation by writing down the formula for the inclusive 2H(p, n) cross section. Using relativistic
kinematics, this cross section is given as
dσ =
2EpEd√
λ(s,M2p ,M
2
d )
Mp
Ep
Mn
En
d3pn
(2π)3 2En
∑
(2π)δ(Ep + Ed − En − Ef ) | Tfi |2 . (1)
Here the indices p(n) and d refer to the proton projectile (neutron ejectile) and the deuteron target, respectively. Ef
is the total energy of the final state on the target side, i.e. of all outgoing particles except the neutron ejectile. The
c.m. momentum of the final state is fixed by momentum and energy conservation while an integration over the relative
momenta has to be performed. In addition, an average over the initial spin orientations and a sum over the final spin
orientations of both the projectile and the target spin states are taken. The transition amplitude will be evaluated
in the Breit frame (BF) of the target system, where the deuteron state is well described by the usual nonrelativistic
wave function.
Since we want to compare our results with experimental data where the energy and the scattering angle of the
outgoing neutron have been measured, we have to calculate the double differential cross section d2σ/dEndΩn in the
laboratory frame (lab). From Eq. (1) we obtain
(
d2σ
dEndΩn
)lab
=
plabn
pn
(
d2σ
dEndΩn
)BF
=
MpMn
(2π)2
plabn
plabp
Ed
Md
∑
δ(Ep − En + Ed − Ef ) | Tfi |2 . (2)
In the following, cross section results will always be given in the laboratory system while every other unlabeled
quantity refers to the Breit Frame.
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B. The uncorrelated source function
In this section we discuss the excitation processes which contribute to 2H(p, n) in impulse approximation. In our
model, there are two relevant Feynman diagrams for this case which are shown in Fig. 1. They represent the nucleon
excitation (a) and the ∆ excitation (b) from the deuteron target. In first order DWIA the transition amplitude Mfi
corresponding to the graphs in Fig. 1 is given as
Mfi =
∑
j=1,2
∫
d3r0 φ
(−)∗
n (~pn, ~r0) 〈χn | 〈ψab | t0j(ω,~r0 − ~rj) | ψd〉 | χp〉φ(+)p (~pp, ~r0). (3)
Here ~rj denotes the coordinates of the projectile (j = 0) and the target nucleons (j = 1, 2), respectively, which are
measured relative to the center of mass of the target. φ
(+)
p and φ
(−)∗
n are the distorted wave functions of projectile
and ejectile in the initial and final channels. The spin–isospin part of the projectile (ejectile) wave function is denoted
as | χp〉 (〈χn | ). The initial and final states of the target are | ψd〉 and 〈ψab |, where ab refers to either the NN or
the ∆N system. Note that Mfi describes only the excitation process but not the de–excitation, e.g. the free decay of
the ∆. Therefore Mfi has to be distinguished from the transition amplitude Tfi for the complete reaction.
The t0j in Eq. (3) is the effective interaction between the projectile nucleon 0 and the target nucleon j. A sum
over the two target nucleons has to be performed. The t0j is represented by the free nucleon–nucleon tNN,NN matrix
in the case of the nucleon excitation (Fig. 1a) while it is approximated by the free NN → N∆ transition operator
tNN,N∆ for the ∆ excitation (Fig. 1b). The specific form of these interactions is given in App. A. They provide
a spin–longitudinal (pion–like) and a spin–transverse (ρ–meson–like) excitation component. The excitation strength
parameters are fitted to reproduce the experimental cross section and the spin observables for (p, n) reactions on a
nucleon target.
Since the effective t0j is adjusted to experiment, we implicitly account for knockout exchange effects between the
projectile and the target nucleons. Note, however, that we neglect the projectile ∆ excitation process where the
detected neutron comes from the decay of the ∆. For forward neutron angles, the cross section contribution of
projectile excitation gives only a small correction to the dominant target excitation process. In Refs. [34,35], the
projectile excitation is found to be suppressed by a factor of ≈ 10 in the ∆ energy region.
We now take advantage of the fact that at high incident energies and large momentum transfers both interactions
turn out to be rather short ranged, i.e. very weakly dependent on the four–momentum transfer (ω, ~q ) ≡ (Ep−En, ~pp−
~pn). Therefore they can be well approximated by local operators in r–space of essentially δ–function form, that is
t0j(ω,~r0 − ~rj) = 1
(2π)3
∫
d3q ′ exp[i~q ′ · (~r0 − ~rj)] t0j(ω, ~q ′) ≈ t0j(ω, ~q ) δ3(~r0 − ~rj). (4)
By inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) we find for the transition amplitude
Mfi = 〈ψab | ρˆ | ψd〉, (5)
where the hadronic transition operator ρˆ is defined as
ρˆ =
∑
j=1,2
〈χn | t0j(ω, ~q )XDW (~pp, ~pn, ~rj) | χp〉, (6)
with
XDW (~pp, ~pn, ~rj ) = φ
∗
n(~pn, ~rj )φp(~pp, ~rj ). (7)
The product wave function XDW includes the projectile and ejectile distortion effects in the reaction. In the eikonal
approximation, Eq. (7) is reduced to XDW (~q, ~rj) = NDW (~q ) exp (i~q · ~rj ), where NDW (~q ) can be calculated from the
distorting potential. Thus we get from Eq. (6)
ρˆ = NDW (~q ) 〈χn | t01(ω, ~q ) exp (i~q · ~r/2) + t02(ω, ~q ) exp (−i~q · ~r/2) | χp〉, (8)
where ~r = ~r1 − ~r2 is the relative coordinate between the two target nucleons.
Following Ref. [10], we can now introduce source functions for the excitation of either a NN or a ∆N system,
respectively, by defining
| ρN (~r )〉 = NDW (~q ) 〈χn | tNN,NN01 (ω, ~q ) exp (i~q · ~r/2) | χp〉 | ψd(~r )〉+ (1↔ 2), (9a)
| ρ∆(~r )〉 = NDW (~q ) 〈χn | tNN,N∆01 (ω, ~q ) exp (i~q · ~r/2) | χp〉 | ψd(~r )〉+ (1↔ 2). (9b)
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The source functions represent the doorway states excited initially by the external (p, n) charge exchange field. We
call them uncorrelated since they do not include the “final state” interactions within the excited NN or ∆N system.
If the final state interactions are neglected, the second target nucleon is just a spectator which does not take part in
the interaction with the projectile (“spectator approximation”). The full dynamical treatment of the NN and ∆N
systems requires the calculation of correlated continuum wave functions which we discuss in the next section.
C. Inclusion of the ∆N interaction and calculation of the correlated wave function
The inclusion of final state interactions in the description of the 2H(p, n) reaction leads to a coupled channel
problem. In the energy regime considered here, up to four particles appear in the final state because of the pion
production. Therefore the full coupled channel problem is complicated and can only be solved approximately. In our
model, we will treat the ∆ as a quasi–particle with a given intrinsic decay width and mass. The configuration space H
is build up from NN , ∆N , and πNN sectors, H = HNN ⊕H∆N ⊕HπNN . The corresponding projection operators are
denoted as PN , P∆, and PQ, respectively, and we will use for any operator Ω the obvious notation Ω∆N = P∆ΩPN ,
ΩQ∆ = PQΩP∆, etc.
In this formulation the source functions of Eqs. (9a,9b) appear to be projections of a unique source function | ρ〉,
i.e.
PN | ρ〉 =| ρN 〉, P∆ | ρ〉 =| ρ∆〉. (10)
Since we restrict ourselves to DWIA there is no source function for the πNN sector, i.e. PQ | ρ〉 = 0. We now define
the correlated continuum wave function | ψ〉 as
| ψ〉 = 1
E −H + iǫ | ρ〉 = G | ρ〉. (11)
The Hamiltonian H = H0 + V contains the free energy H0 of the system as well as the interaction V. The full
propagator G is connected to the unperturbed Greensfunction G0 = (E −H0)−1 by the equation
G = G0 +G0V G. (12)
The interaction V introduces the correlation effects into the wave function | ψ〉. We will demonstrate next how to
solve Eq. (11) in a very efficient way by using a few simplifying but physically reasonable approximations.
First we make use of the fact that pion production in intermediate energy charge exchange reactions is dominated
by the ∆ resonance excitation. We assume that VNQ = VQN = 0, i.e. there is no direct coupling between the NN
and the πNN sector. This means that in our model pion production proceeds exclusively via an intermediate ∆N
system while the nucleon pole terms are neglected. In the ∆ excitation energy regime this approximation should be
very good.
The correlated ∆N wave function | ψ∆〉 follows from Eq. (11) by projecting on the ∆N channel, i.e.
| ψ∆〉 = P∆ | ψ〉 . In the ∆ energy region, | ψ∆〉 can be well approximated by
| ψ∆〉 ≈ G∆∆ | ρ∆〉. (13)
Here we neglected the contribution G∆N | ρN 〉 from the NN source function which is substantially suppressed in the
∆ energy region. The propagator G∆∆ of the ∆N system is determined from Eq. (12) which yields
G∆∆ = G
0
∆∆ +G
0
∆∆V∆∆G∆∆ +G
0
∆∆V∆QGQ∆ +G
0
∆∆V∆NGN∆. (14)
In this equation, the first and second term on the r.h.s. represent the free propagator and the interaction term
in the ∆N channel, respectively. The third term G0∆∆V∆QGQ∆ reflects the emission and re–absorption of pions
(∆ → πN → ∆) which leads to the energy dependent decay width Γ∆(s∆). However, since we treat the ∆ as a
quasi–particle with an intrinsic width and the physical mass M∆ = 1232 MeV, this “self–dressing” process is already
effectively included in the free propagator G0∆∆. Therefore the third term of Eq. (14) has to be dropped. In addition,
we also drop the fourth term G0∆∆V∆NGN∆ which generates NN box contributions to the ∆N potential. We do not
expect those contributions to influence the ∆N interaction significantly since it seems to be much more likely that
the ∆ is produced directly in the interaction with the projectile than later on in the final state interaction of two
outgoing nucleons. Hence we are left with
G∆∆ ≈ G0∆∆ +G0∆∆V∆∆G∆∆ (15)
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for the ∆N propagator. This approximation has the major advantage that the ∆N channel effectively decouples from
the NN channel and therefore can be solved separately.
If we project now Eq. (11) to the possible final channels NN or πNN and make use of Eq. (15), we find
PN | ψ〉 = GNN | ρN 〉+GNNVN∆G∆∆ | ρ∆〉, (16a)
PQ | ψ〉 = GQQVQ∆G∆∆ | ρ∆〉, (16b)
with
GNN = G
0
NN +G
0
NNVNNGNN , (17a)
GQQ = G
0
π ⊗GNN . (17b)
Transitions from the ∆N to the NN or πNN channel are accounted for by the corresponding transition potentials
VN∆ and VQ∆ in Eq. (16). They appear only in first order. The potential VNN in Eq. (17a) describes the NN final
state interaction which includes also ∆N box contributions. We adopt the Paris potential [36,37] for VNN . All effects
of the NN potential can be included in the NN wavefunction 〈ψNN | for the outgoing nucleons. Furthermore, we
assume in Eq. (17b) that the outgoing pion is not distorted from the remaining NN system so that it can be described
by a plane wave.
In the remainder of this section, we focus on the ∆N subsystem and the method for solving | ψ∆〉 = G∆∆ | ρ∆〉 .
After having separated the c.m. motion, the full propagator for the relative ∆N wavefunction is given by
G∆∆ =
1
ǫ∆ +
i
2Γ∆(s∆)− Tˆ∆ − V∆∆
, (18)
with the excitation energy
ǫ∆ = ω +M −M∆ − (
~Pcm)
2
2(M +M∆)
(19)
and the relative kinetic energy
Tˆ∆ =
M +M∆
2MM∆
~p 2. (20)
In the spirit of the model, the propagator contains the energy dependent width Γ∆(s∆) of the ∆ resonance. The
invariant mass s∆ is fixed by conservation of four–momentum at the production vertex. For given projectile kinematics
we obtain
s∆ = (M + ωlab)
2 − ~q 2lab. (21)
Here ω is the energy transfer and ~q the momentum transfer to the deuteron target. Note that the invariant ∆ mass
is calculated by assuming the target nucleon to be at rest in the laboratory frame (frozen approximation).
In order to solve | ψ∆〉 = G∆∆ | ρ∆〉, we transform this equation into an equivalent integral equation [10]
| Λ∆〉 =| ρ∆〉+ V∆∆G0∆∆ | Λ∆〉, (22)
so that
| ψ∆〉 = G0∆∆ | Λ∆〉. (23)
Eq. (22) is now reduced to a set of coupled channel equations for radial wave functions in the following way. First
we expand | ρ∆〉 and | Λ∆〉 in terms of partial waves, i.e.
| ρ∆〉 =
∑
SLJMJ
1
r
ρSLJMJ (r) | (SL)JMJ〉 | 11〉, (24)
| Λ∆〉 =
∑
SLJMJ
1
r
λSLJMJ (r) | (SL)JMJ〉 | 11〉, (25)
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where S,L, J,MJ denote the spin, orbital and total angular momentum quantum numbers of the ∆N system. Due
to the special isospin structure of the excitation process, the isospin channel is always | TMT 〉 =| 11〉. After insertion
of Eqs. (24,25) into Eq. (22) and projection on 〈(S′L′)J ′M ′J | we obtain
1
r
λn(r) =
1
r
ρn(r) +
∑
n′
∫
dr′ r′ 2 Vnn′(r)G
0
∆∆(r, r
′)
1
r ′
λn′(r
′), (26)
where we used the index n as a shorthand notation for {SLJMJ}. Eq. (26) may easily be written as a matrix
equation. The radial source functions ρn(r) can be calculated in a straightforward manner and are given in App. B 1.
The matrix elements Vnn′(r) of the ∆N potential, which is discussed in the next section, are given explicitly in App.
B 2. Note that the operation of G0∆∆ onto λn′(r
′) involves a radial integration besides the matrix multiplication.
The merit of solving for | Λ∆〉 first lies in the fact that the corresponding radial functions λn(r) are localized. This
fact makes it possible to apply the Lanczos method which is described in Ref. [10]. It turns out that the Lanczos
method allows us to solve Eq. (26) in a very efficient way. Once | Λ∆〉 is known, it is easy to calculate | ψ∆〉 from Eq.
(23) as well.
III. THE MESON EXCHANGE MODEL FOR THE ∆N INTERACTION
Similar to the NN interaction, the ∆N interaction can be constructed within a meson exchange model. In the
present work we use π, ρ, ω, and σ exchange. While the ω and σ mesons contribute only to the direct term shown in
Fig. 2(a), the π and ρ mesons may also induce spin–isospin–flip transitions which lead to the exchange term of Fig.
2(b). We will discuss the latter term first and start from the interaction Lagrangians LπN∆ and LρN∆ given in Ref.
[38]. In the non–relativistic reduction we obtain
V πex(k) =
f2πN∆
m2π
~T1 · ~T2
† ( ~S1 · kˆ)( ~S2
† · kˆ)
k20 − ~k2 −m2π + iǫ
+ (1↔ 2), (27)
V ρex(k) =
f2ρN∆
m2ρ
~T1 · ~T2
† ( ~S1 × kˆ) · ( ~S2
† × kˆ)
k20 − ~k2 −m2ρ + iǫ
+ (1↔ 2). (28)
The corresponding direct interaction terms follow from these potentials by replacing the transition matrices ~S, ~S†
(~T , ~T †) with the spin (isospin) 3/2 matrix ~Σ (~Θ) and the spin (isospin) 1/2 matrix ~σ (~τ ), respectively. This yields
V πdir(k) =
fπ∆∆fπNN
m2π
~Θ1 · ~τ2 (
~Σ1 · kˆ)( ~σ2 · kˆ)
k20 − ~k2 −m2π + iǫ
+ (1↔ 2), (29)
V ρdir(k) =
fρ∆∆fρNN
m2ρ
~Θ1 · ~τ2 (
~Σ1 × kˆ) · ( ~σ2 × kˆ)
k20 − ~k2 −m2ρ + iǫ
+ (1↔ 2). (30)
For explicit calculation of these potentials we need to know the appropriate coupling constants. The πNN and
ρNN couplings are well known experimentally from an analysis of NN scattering data [38]. They may be related to
the other couplings by
fπ/ρN∆ = 2fπ/ρNN , (31a)
fπ/ρ∆∆ =
1
5
fπ/ρNN . (31b)
Eq. (31b) follows from the static quark model [39]. For Eq. (31a) we decided to use the widely accepted Chew–Low
relation [40] instead because the quark model prediction for fπN∆ is too small as compared to the experimental value
from the ∆ decay.
Additional contributions to the direct part of the ∆N interaction emerge from the ω and σ exchange. We assume the
couplings ω∆∆ and σ∆∆ to be the same as for ωNN and σNN , respectively. As before, we choose the non–relativistic
limit of the interaction which follows from LωNN and LσNN [38]. The resulting potential is
6
V σ+ωdir (k) = +gω∆∆gωNN
1
k20 − ~k2 −m2ω + iǫ
− gσ∆∆gσNN 1
k20 − ~k2 −m2σ + iǫ
. (32)
The full potential for the ∆N interaction is the sum of the different contributions from Eqs. (27 – 30) and (32),
hence
V∆∆(k) = V
π+ρ
ex (k) + V
π+ρ
dir (k) + V
ω+σ
dir (k). (33)
Note that the π (ρ) contribution covers the LO (TR) spin–isospin part of the potential while the ω + σ contribution
is spin–isospin independent. Furthermore, we point out that we use monopole form factors of the type
F (k2) =
(
Λ2 −m2
Λ2 − k20 + ~k2
)
(34)
at all vertices. In the formulas given here, the form factors are always suppressed in order to simplify the notation.
Since the ∆N potential is required in r–space, a Fourier transformation of V∆∆(k) has to be performed. This
involves an integration over all possible three momentum transfers ~k. On the other hand, the energy transfer k0 is a
free parameter which has to be fixed within the kinematical allowed region. Because the ∆ resonance is assumed to
keep its invariant mass during the propagation, we choose k0 = 0 in the direct interaction terms and k0 = ω in the
exchange terms. This choice makes the potential energy–dependent, as it should be.
The ∆N → NN transition potential VN∆ is constructed in complete analogy from Eqs. (27, 28) by replacing ~S†
(~T †) with ~σ (~τ ). Of course, only the π and the ρ meson contribute to VN∆. For the energy transfer in this case, we
adopt the choice k0 = ω/2 of Ref. [17]. As far as the spin–longitudinal part of VN∆ is concerned, we use an additional
zero–range interaction
V δN∆(k) = gN∆
fπN∆fπNN
m2π
~T1 · ~τ2 ( ~S1 · kˆ)( ~σ2† · kˆ), (35)
with the Landau–Migdal parameter gN∆ = 1/3 [10]. This additional contribution cancels the non–physical zero–range
part of the π exchange potential. In principle one should introduce a corresponding Landau–Migdal term for V∆∆ with
a strength parameter g∆∆ as well. However, due to the presence of not only exchange but also direct contributions to
the potential, the zero–range parts cancel anyway and g∆∆ turns out to have no influence on the results. Therefore
we decided to do without and chose g∆∆ = 0.
In Tab. I, an overview of all the meson parameters used for the ∆N potentials is given. We made sure that
with these parameters, our model consistently reproduces experimental results for pion absorption on the deuteron,
π+ + d→ 2p [41].
IV. DECOMPOSITION OF THE INCLUSIVE CROSS SECTION
We will now decompose the inclusive 2H(p, n) cross section into partial cross sections corresponding to different
physical processes. These processes are schematically represented by the diagrams of Fig. 3 (a)–(d). For each process,
only the lowest–order diagram is shown. We distinguish between quasi–elastic scattering (a), p–wave rescattering (b),
coherent pion production (c), and quasifree ∆ decay (d).
Quasi–elastic scattering and p–wave rescattering both result in a two–proton (2p) final state on the target side.
Their transition amplitudes interfere coherently with each other. While the quasi–elastic scattering directly leads
to the 2p system, the p–wave rescattering contribution involves an intermediate ∆N state and arises due to the
∆N → NN transition potential VN∆, see Fig. 3(a,b). Since in both cases the deuteron is simply broken up into two
protons, we will refer to this reaction channel as to the breakup channel (BU).
At higher energy transfers, the πNN final channel is the most important one. We remind the reader that we assume
the pion production to proceed always through ∆ resonance excitation. If the two nucleons in the final state form a
bound deuteron state, we speak of coherent pion production (CP), see Fig. 3(c). In this case, the outgoing pion is
naturally a π+. On the other hand, if the two outgoing nucleons are unbound, we speak of quasifree ∆ decay (QF),
see Fig. 3(d). There are two possible final isospin configurations for this process, namely π+np and π0pp.
According to these different reaction mechanisms, the inclusive cross section of Eq. (2) may now be split into its
various components. We express the squared transition matrix as the following sum,
∑
δ(ω + Ed − Ef ) | Tfi |2= 1
6
(SBU + SCP + SQF) . (36)
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Here the strength functions S implicitly include the integration over free relative momenta as well as the summation
over all spin configurations, and the factor 16 arises from the average over the initial spin configurations.
Using Eq. (16a), the strength function for the deuteron breakup channel BU is found to be
SBU =
∑
Si,Sf
∫
d3p
(2π)3
δ(ω + Ed − E2p) | 〈ψNN | ρN 〉+ 〈ψNN | VN∆ | ψ∆〉 |2, (37)
The first matrix element in the sum of the r.h.s. describes the quasi–elastic scattering, and the second matrix element
describes the p–wave rescattering. ~p denotes the relative momentum of the two outgoing protons. Their final state
interaction VNN is included in 〈ψNN | while the correlated source function | ψ∆〉 accounts for the ∆N interaction
V∆∆.
In order to calculate the matrix element for coherent pion production, we define the operator
fˆπ = e
−i~qpi ·~r/2
fπN∆
mπ
T1ν ~S1 · ~κπ + (1↔ 2), (38)
where ~κπ is the relative pion–nucleon momentum in the ∆ rest frame. The operator describes the decay of the ∆
into a real pion and a nucleon and contains also the plane wave of the outgoing pion. Applying fˆπ to the ∆N wave
function and projecting onto the final deuteron state yields
SCP =
∑
Si,Sf
∫
d3qπ
(2π)3 2Eπ
δ(ω + Ed − Eπ − E′d) | 〈ψd | fˆπ | ψ∆〉 |2 (39)
for the CP strength function. Eq. (39) may also be rewritten as
SCP =
∑
Si
〈ψ∆ | 1
π
Im(V∆∆) | ψ∆〉, (40)
where we used the fact that Ed ≈ E′d holds in the Breit frame. Hence the coherent pion production amplitude is
directly connected to the imaginary part of the ∆N interaction. We remark that this is only true if Im(V∆∆) comes
exclusively from the π exchange interaction, as it is the case in the ∆ energy region.
From Eq. (39) we may easily calculate the angular distribution of the coherent pions, namely the triple differential
cross section d3σCP /dEndΩndΩπ, by omitting the integration over the pion momentum. The result is
(
d3σCP
dEndΩndΩπ
)lab
=
MpMn
(2π)5
plabn
plabp
Ed
Md
q2π
2Eπ
dqπ
dEf
| 〈ψd | fˆπ | ψ∆〉 |2 (41)
with the same notation for the phase space factor as in Eq. (2).
In analogy to Eq. (40), the pion production from quasifree ∆ decay is ascribed to the imaginary part of the ∆
“self–dressing”, i.e. to the intrinsic ∆ decay width. As a consequence, the QF strength function is given as
SQF =
∑
Si
〈ψ∆ | 1
π
Γ∆(s∆)
2
| ψ∆〉. (42)
The differential QF cross section could also be calculated from the matrix element | 〈ψNN | fˆπ | ψ∆〉 |2. Eq. (42) would
then be recovered after integration over the pion momentum, as in Eq. (39), and over the relative NN momentum as
well.
To summarize we have decomposed the inclusive 2H(p, n) cross section into three parts: the quasifree ∆ decay
(QF), the coherent pion production (CP) and the two–nucleon breakup of the deuteron (BU = quasi–elastic plus
p–wave rescattering). Of course there are other possible contributions to the inclusive cross section, but in the energy
region under consideration, they should be less important than the ones mentioned and are therefore neglected in the
present paper.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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A. Input parameters
With the formalism described in the previous sections, we have calculated energy spectra at various scattering
angles θn for the
2H(p, n) reaction at Tp = 790 MeV. The deuteron wave function and the two–nucleon wave function
were generated from the Paris potential [36,37]. A constant distorsion factor of N2DW = 0.9 was applied [42,34].
For the ∆N potential we used coupling constants and cutoff parameters as given in Table I. The free ∆ mass is
M∆ = 1232 MeV, and the free decay width Γ∆(s∆) was parameterized in the usual form [43].
The strength parameters in the effective parameterizations of tNN,NN and tNN,N∆ (cp. Sec. II B, App. A) have
been fitted to reproduce experimental results for the nucleon target. In order to demonstrate the quality of this fit,
we present in Fig. 4 results for the 1H(p, n)∆++ cross section at Tp = 790 MeV. The theoretical calculations are
compared with the experimental data [32] at various scattering angles θn of the outgoing neutron. Both shape and
magnitude are reproduced very well. We remark that also the LO/TR ratio of 1/2 used in the parameterization of
tNN,N∆ has been observed experimentally [44,45].
B. Inclusive spectra of the 2H(p, n) reaction
In Fig. 5 we show the calculated inclusive cross section for the θn = 0
o spectrum of the 2H(p, n) reaction in
comparison with the experimental data [32]. The different contributions to the inclusive cross section are also shown
separately. The possible reaction channels are the quasifree ∆ decay (QF), the coherent pion production (CP), and
the deuteron breakup (BU) due to quasi–elastic scattering and p–wave rescattering.
At energies ωlab ≤ 50, the spectrum exhibits a prominent peak which arises dominantly from quasi–elastic scattering.
The small width of the peak reflects the Fermi motion of the nucleons in the deuteron target. The peak is described
well by our calculations.
In the energy region of the ∆ resonance peak position at ωlab = 340 MeV, the theoretical result is also in good
agreement with the data. The cross section in this region is mainly due to the quasifree decay of the ∆. The cross
section contribution due to coherent pion production is by a factor of ≈ 5 smaller as compared to the QF contribution.
At high energy transfers ωlab ≥ 450 MeV, our calculation underestimates the experimental cross section. The miss-
ing cross section can be ascribed to the excitation of higher nucleon resonances, e.g. N∗(1440). Those configurations
are not included in our model space, and therefore the underestimate of the cross section is not surprising.
The theoretical calculations also underestimate the data in the so called dip–region between the quasi–elastic peak
and the ∆ peak, i.e. in the energy region 50 MeV ≤ ωlab ≤ 250 MeV. The experimental cross section here is believed to
result mainly from two–body exchange currents in the target. Only the baryonic exchange currents connected with the
∆ are accounted for in our calculations. They are included in the ∆N interaction V∆∆ and in the transition potential
VN∆ which gives rise to the p–wave rescattering contribution. In Fig. 6, our full model calculation is compared with a
calculation obtained within the “spectator approximation”. The latter one corresponds to the case V∆∆ = VN∆ = 0.
It can be seen that the inclusion of the exchange currents significantly improves the theoretical description of the
experimental data. Nevertheless, we still underestimate the cross section in the dip–region by a factor of about 1.5.
This may be due to the neglect of purely mesonic exchange currents, e.g. the s–wave rescattering of pions. At the
low energy side of the ∆ peak, also relativistic corrections in the dynamical treatment of the ∆N system could be of
some importance.
In the following we shall demonstrate that almost all of the cross section in the dip–region is spin–transverse (TR)
while the spin–longitudinal (LO) cross section is relatively small. This statement can be tested by measuring spin
observables that allow for a separation of the inclusive cross section into its LO and TR components [33]. This
separation is shown in Fig. 7 together with the theoretical results. The measured LO cross section is reproduced very
well by our calculation. On the other hand, the measured TR cross section is both shifted and enhanced with respect
to the calculation. This apparent shift clearly indicates that our calculations produce not enough TR cross section in
the dip–region. A similar effect is observed in inelastic electron scattering off nuclei [46,47]. In the (e, e′) reactions,
the virtual photon also probes the TR response of the target. In scattering off nuclei, the experimental (e, e′) cross
section in the dip–region is considerably larger than expected. The additional cross section cannot be explained by
one–body currents and has to be ascribed to two–body currents [48]. Such rescattering effects have also proven to be
quite important for coherent pion photoproduction on the deuteron [21]. In hadronic interactions, the ρ meson should
take over the role of the photon. In a recent paper of C.-Y. Lee [49], the author found indeed a large contribution
to the 2H(p, n) inclusive cross section from the exchange of a ρ meson which couples to a “pion–in–flight” in the
deuteron. We could not reproduce this result. Since there are many other possible meson exchange currents which
have not been considered for the 2H(p, n) reaction so far, the dip–region puzzle remains a problem to be solved.
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The theoretical description of the experimental 2H(p, n) spectra at higher scattering angles is of the same quality
as for zero degree scattering. This can be seen from Fig. 8 where we compare the theoretical 2H(p, n) cross section
with data at θn = 7.5
o and θn = 15
o, respectively. At the low energy side of the ∆, the theoretical curves show again
a characteristic underestimate of the data. Apart of this effect both the shape and the magnitude of the spectra are
described well. Our calculations correctly reproduce the change of the quasi–elastic and the ∆ peak position with the
scattering angle.
C. Influence of the ∆N interaction on the exclusive spectra
We now discuss the influence of the ∆N interaction on the three partial contributions (QF, CP, BU) to the cross
section. As we will demonstrate, the coherent pion production is most sensitive to V∆∆. This sensitivity is a combined
effect of the attractive pion exchange, the spin–longitudinal πN∆ coupling and the structure of the deuteron wave
function. In the following discussion, we will focus on the exclusive 2H(p, nπ+)2H spectra first.
In Fig. 9, theoretical results for the exclusive 2H(p, nπ+)2H cross section are shown. The calculation without
inclusion of the ∆N interaction (i.e. V∆∆ = 0) is compared with a calculation where only the π meson contribution
to V∆∆ was taken into account. The effects of the direct and the exchange part of the π mediated interaction are also
examined separately. Obviously both parts are of equal importance which may be surprising at first regard. It is true
that because of the smallness of the π∆∆ coupling constant, the direct part should be suppressed by a factor of ≈ 20
as compared to the exchange part, but in the T = 1 channel of the ∆N system which is relevant here, the spin–isospin
matrix elements turn out to be larger by approximately the same amount. Therefore it is essential to include both
the direct and the exchange contribution in the ∆N interaction. In the case of the π exchange, the interference effect
of both contributions leads to a very strong attraction between the ∆ and the second target nucleon. The result is
a shift of the cross section peak position downwards in energy (by ≈ 60 MeV, cp. Fig. 9). Most of the attraction is
caused by the tensor part of the π whereas the central part is less important for the peak position but influences the
overall magnitude of the result.
By including not only the π, but also the ρ, ω, and σ mesons in V∆∆, we obtain the results presented in Fig. 10. It
can be seen that both the peak position and the magnitude of the exclusive 2H(p, nπ+)2H cross section depend quite
sensitively on the specific form of the ∆N potential. In comparison to the result with only π exchange, the inclusion
of π and ρ in the ∆N interaction leads to a less attractive potential and hence to a smaller shift of the peak position.
The reason for this behavior is the partial cancelation of the π and ρ tensor forces which have opposite sign. For
the direct part of the interaction, the ω and the σ meson cause an additional short range repulsion and a medium
range attraction, respectively, which leads to an additional enhancement of the cross section. The final result for the
2H(p, nπ+)2H spectrum (i.e. the result with inclusion of π + ρ+ ω + σ in V∆∆) is quite different from the spectator
approximation (i.e. the result with V∆∆ = 0). Most remarkable is the shift of the peak position downwards in energy
by about 30 MeV. As discussed above, the main reason for this shift is the attractive pion exchange, i.e. the attractive
LO part of the ∆N potential. The amount of the peak shift is directly related to the interaction strength of V∆∆.
This result attracts further interest because there is no comparable peak shift due to V∆∆ for the quasifree ∆ decay
cross section and also not for the deuteron breakup. Fig. 11 shows the results with and without inclusion of V∆∆
for the coherent pion production (CP), the quasifree ∆ decay (QF) and the deuteron breakup (BU). In both the QF
and the BU channel, the cross section is slightly enlarged and broadened due to the ∆N interaction, but there is no
significant shift of the peak position.
In order to understand this different behavior, we perform a multipole decomposition of the partial cross sections
and split them into two contributions corresponding to unnatural parity (UP) states (JP = 0−, 1+, 2−, . . .) of the
∆N system and to natural parity (NP) states (JP = 1−, 2+, . . .), respectively. For the three reaction channels under
consideration, this decomposition is shown in Fig. 12. For each case, the full calculation is compared with the spectator
approximation. One recognizes that the cross section contributions of the UP states are always lowered in excitation
energy by the ∆N interaction while the NP states are not. This is explained by the fact that there is a strong coupling
of the pion to the UP (pion–like) states but just a weak coupling to the NP states. Therefore only the UP states are
substantially influenced by the attraction of the LO part of V∆∆. For the coherent pion production, the spectrum is
clearly dominated by the UP states. This is an effect of the LO spin structure of the de–excitation process and of the
deuteron wave function (which selects spin S = 1 and orbital momentum L = 0, 2) in the final state.
For the quasifree ∆ decay, the final deuteron state is replaced by a final unbound NN state. Since the two outgoing
nucleons are free, we have no particular spin selection rule in the de–excitation process for this case and thus all
partial waves can contribute. As can be seen from Fig. 12, the NP states become more important for the QF decay,
and the overall energy shift more or less disappears. For the 2p breakup, the ∆N → NN transition potential VN∆
provides not only a LO but also a TR component. The energy shift of the UP states is compensated by a relative
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large enhancement of the NP states which results from TR excitation. Moreover, the p–wave rescattering interferes
with the quasi–elastic scattering which has no intermediate ∆N configuration, hence the effects of V∆∆ are partially
smeared out.
To complete the discussion about the influence of the ∆N interaction, we show in Fig. 13 the contributions of
three characteristical ∆N partial waves to the exclusive 2H(p, nπ+)2H cross section. All selected partial waves have
unnatural parity and therefore couple strongly to the pion. The spectrum is absolutely dominated by the 5S2 partial
wave of the ∆N system. Because the ∆ and the nucleon have relative angular momentum zero in this case, there
is no centrifugal barrier in the potential and the attraction becomes largest. That accounts for the strong energy
shift in this partial wave. The partial waves with higher angular momentum L ≥ 1 are subjected to a less attractive
potential due to the centrifugal barrier and therefore do not exhibit such a lowering in the excitation energy. As can
be seen from Fig. 13, the 5P3 partial wave is only enhanced but not shifted due to V∆∆. For the
5D0 partial wave,
the potential has a minor effect and even gets repulsive. Compared to 5S2, the higher partial waves are by far less
important which results in the surviving of the downwards energy shift in the full spectrum.
We conclude that neither the QF nor the BU process shows the same sensitivity to the LO channel as the CP
process. Therefore only the exclusive 2H(p, nπ+)2H spectrum clearly exhibits a lowering of the ∆ excitation energy.
This fact makes the coherent pion production most suitable to examine the effects of the ∆N interaction.
D. Exclusive differential cross section for coherent pion production
In this section, we present our results for the angular distribution of the coherently produced pions. In Fig. 14, the
triple differential cross section d3σ/dEndΩndΩπ of the exclusive
2H(p, nπ+)2H reaction is plotted as a function of θπ
which is the angle between the outgoing π+ and the three–momentum transfer ~q. The energy transfer was chosen to be
ωlab = 300 MeV and the neutron scattering angle is θn = 0
o. One recognizes that the angular distribution is strongly
forward peaked. This means that most of the coherent pions are emitted into the direction of the three–momentum
transfer.
The contributions of the spin–longitudinal (LO) and the spin–transverse (TR) channel to the differential cross
section are shown separately in Fig. 15. One can understand some of the main features of these angular distributions
by analyzing the spin structure of the transition operators.
For the LO channel, the product of the de–excitation and excitation operators turns out to be
(~S · ~pπ)(~S† · ~q ) = 2
3
~pπ · ~q − i
3
~σ · ( ~pπ × ~q). (43)
The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (43) gives rise to a factor qpπ cos θπ in the transition amplitude and thus to a factor
cos2 θπ in the cross section. This factor has a maximum at θπ = 0
o and thus partially explains the strongly forward
peaked LO contribution in Fig. 15. There are, however, additional angular dependent factors such as the kinematical
phase space factor and the overlap integral with the outgoing pion wave in Eq. (39). Those factors become larger
as θπ gets smaller and therefore pronounce the forward peaking of the angular distribution even more. All reaction
events where the spin of the deuteron is flipped are produced by the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (43). At small
scattering angles this cross section contribution is proportional to sin2 θπ and thus vanishes at θπ = 0
o.
We would like to mention that the angular distribution of the LO component is very similar to that of the pion
elastic scattering [14,21]. In fact, one may view the coherent pion production as a kind of elastic scattering process, in
which an initially off–mass–shell pion with the momentum ~q is converted into an on–mass–shell pion by the multiple
scattering in the deuteron. This conversion process is possible because the deuteron as a whole can provide the extra
recoil momentum needed to put the pion on its mass shell.
For the TR channel, the de–excitation and excitation operators yield a spin structure
(~S · ~pπ)(~S† × ~q ) = 2
3
~pπ × ~q − i
3
(~σ × ~pπ)× ~q. (44)
As before, the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (44) is connected with non–spin–flip events while the second term
induces spin–flips of the deuteron. The angular distribution of the non–spin–flip part is proportional to | ~pπ × ~q |2 =
(pπq sin θπ)
2. This factor vanishes for θπ = 0
o and peaks for θπ = 90
o. The additional angular dependent factors
as discussed before lead to a more forward peaked distribution. As can be seen from Fig. 15, the TR non–spin–flip
component has its maximum at about θπ ≈ 40o and is zero at θπ = 0o. The full TR angular distribution, however,
has a different shape due to the spin–flip contributions to the cross section. This demonstrates the importance of
the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (44) which does not vanish but rather reaches its maximum at θπ = 0
o. The
overall result is quite a flat angular distribution at small pion angles and a fall off at higher angles which is less steep
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as compared to the LO component. This behavior of the TR component is very similar to the observed angular
distribution in pion photoproduction (γ,π) reactions on the deuteron, see e.g. Ref. [50].
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary we have shown that (p, n) charge exchange reactions on a deuteron target provide an excellent tool
to investigate the ∆N interaction. They probe both the LO and the TR response function in a kinematical region
which is inaccessible to real pion or photon reactions. We have presented a coupled channel approach which allows
the theoretical treatment of the interacting ∆N system. By assuming that the ∆ resonance is excited dominantly in
direct interaction with the projectile, we modified the coupled equations and showed how to solve for the correlated
∆N wave function in a very efficient way with the Lanczos method. For the ∆N potential, a meson exchange model
was adopted which includes π, ρ, ω, and σ exchange currents.
Results of numerical analysis have been shown for inclusive and exclusive cross sections in the ∆ energy region. In
the coherent pion production 2H(p, nπ+)2H, a strong shift of the ∆ peak position is observed. We have shown that
this lowering in excitation energy is due to the strongly attractive correlations in the LO spin–isospin channel. This
attraction emerges mainly from the energy dependent π exchange potential. Furthermore, we calculated the angular
distribution of the coherent pion component and found it to be strongly forward (in the direction of the momentum
transfer) peaked.
The theoretical calculation for the inclusive 2H(p, n) cross section is in fairly good agreement with experimental
data. The model describes both the ∆ peak and the quasi–elastic peak very well. In the dip–region, theory and
measurement agree only in the LO channel while experimental data are underestimated in the TR channel. The
enhancement in the TR channel is most probably due to rescattering effects (i.e. purely mesonic exchange currents).
If such effects could explain the shortcomings of the present model, they would also demonstrate the validity limits
of the impulse approximation. Therefore rescattering effects are of special interest and need further investigation.
In addition, our model may be improved by including higher nucleon (N∗) resonances in the model space. Both
rescattering effects and N∗ resonances will be subject of future studies.
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APPENDIX A: THE EFFECTIVE PROJECTILE – TARGET–NUCLEON INTERACTION
In the present paper, we approximate the spin–isospin part of tNN,NN in the NN c.m. frame by
tNN,NN(s, t) = [α (~σi · qˆ)(~σj · qˆ) + β (~σi × qˆ)(~σj × qˆ)]~τi · ~τj , (A1)
where the unit vector qˆ is connected to the initial and final nucleon momenta ~κ and ~κ ′ by ~q = ~κ−~κ ′. The coefficients
α and β are functions of the Mandelstam variables s and t and describe the strength of LO and TR spin excitations,
respectively. They are determined from experimental pn→ np scattering data [3] which can be fitted with
α = cα
(
Λ2α1 + t
Λ2α1 − t
)(
Λ2α2 −m2π
Λ2α2 − t
)
, β = cβ
(
Λ2β −m2π
Λ2β − t
)
, (A2)
where cα = 208 MeV fm
3, cβ = 178 MeV fm
3, Λα1 = 148 MeV, Λα2 = 460 MeV, and Λβ = 342 MeV.
For the tNN,N∆ transition operator we assume in complete analogy the following form,
tNN,N∆(s, t) = [γ (~σi · qˆ)(~S†j · qˆ) + γ ′ (~σi × qˆ)(~S†j × qˆ)]~τi · ~T †j . (A3)
Again, the coefficients γ and γ ′ are adjusted to fit experimental data, here of the pN → n∆ reactions [32], yielding
12
γ = γ ′ = cγ
(
Λ2γ −m2π
Λ2γ − t
)
, (A4)
where cγ = 488 MeV fm
3 and Λγ = 650 MeV. The fact that data are explained with γ = γ
′ means that the ratio
LO/TR is 1/2.
The assumed operators are essentially of δ–function type; the only momentum dependence comes from the vertex
form factors. In spite of their simplicity, tNN,NN and tNN,N∆ can reproduce not only the cross sections but also the
spin observables from the reactions with the proton target [10].
APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS
All matrix elements which appear in this work are evaluated by using partial wave expansions and standard tensor
operator techniques, see e.g. Ref. [51]. In this appendix, we discuss in some detail the calculation of the radial source
function and of the matrix elements for the ∆N interaction. The matrix elements of Sec. IV are not given explicitly
but can be calculated rather easily within the presented scheme.
1. Explicit formula for the source functions
For the ∆N system, the radial source function is obtained from Eq. (24) by inversion
ρSLJMJ (r) = r 〈(SL)JMJ | ρ∆〉 = r 〈(SL)JMJ | ρˆ | Ψd〉, (B1)
where the deuteron wave function is given as
| Ψd〉 =
∑
ld=0,2
1
r
φld(r) | (1ld)1Md〉. (B2)
The hadronic transition operator ρˆ was defined in Eq. (8). If we apply the specific form of tNN,N∆ as given in Eq.
(A3) and use the tensor operator notation, ρˆ may be rewritten as
ρˆ = (IF)
∑
lmν
ρ˜lmν(r) (S
†
1)
(1)
ν Ylm(rˆ) + (1↔ 2), (B3)
where
ρ˜lmν(r) = 4π γ(s, t) (−)mp+ 12
(
1 12
1
2
ν mn mp
)
〈1
2
|| ~σ || 1
2
〉 il jl(1
2
qr)Y ∗lm(qˆ) (B4)
and (IF) denotes the isospin factor
(IF) = 〈∆N | 〈n | ~τ0 · ~T † | p〉 | d〉 = δ1T δ1MT
2√
3
. (B5)
Insertion of Eqs. (B2,B3) into Eq. (B1) yields
ρSLJMJ (r) = (IF)
∑
lmν
ρ˜lmν(r)
∑
ld
φld(r)
×〈(SL)JMJ | (S†1)(1)ν Ylm(rˆ) | (1ld)1Md〉+ (1↔ 2). (B6)
The calculation of the angular momentum matrix element is straight forward, but requires some lengthy spin algebra.
The final result is
〈(SL)JMJ | (S†1)(1)ν Ylm(rˆ) | (1ld)1Md〉 =√
3
4π
JˆLˆlˆlˆd (−)L+1(δS1 +
√
5δS2)
∑
JiMi
(−)(MJ−Mi)(2Ji + 1)
×
(
l 1 Ji
m Md −Mi
)(
Ji 1 J
Mi ν −MJ
)(
l ld L
0 0 0
){
L Ji 1
1 l ld
}{
S 1 1
Ji J L
}
. (B7)
For the radial source function of the NN system, an equation analogous to (B6) holds with ~S† replaced by ~σ, an
isospin factor (IF) =
√
2, and a transition strength α(s, t) resp. β(s, t) instead of γ(s, t).
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2. Matrix elements of the ∆N potential
In configuration space, the ∆N potentials V∆N→∆N (direct) and V∆N→N∆ (exchange) as well as the transition
potential V∆N→NN exhibit the following spin–isospin structure,
Vab→a′b′(k0, ~r ) = FN(r) +
[
~σ aa
′
1 · ~σ bb
′
2 FC(r) + S aa
′,bb′
12 (rˆ)FT(r)
]
~τ aa
′
1 · ~τbb
′
2 . (B8)
Here, ~σ aa
′
and ~τ aa
′
are the appropriate spin and isospin operators with a, a′ ∈ {N,∆} and
S aa
′,bb′
12 (rˆ) = 3
(
~σ aa
′
1 · rˆ
)(
~σ bb
′
2 · rˆ
)
− ~σ aa′1 · ~σ bb
′
2 (B9)
is the usual spin tensor operator. In terms of the spin operators used in Sec. III, we have ~σNN = ~σ, ~σN∆ = ~S† and
~σ∆∆ = ~Σ, thus the reduced matrix elements are given by
〈1
2
|| ~σNN || 1
2
〉 =
√
6, 〈3
2
|| ~σN∆ || 1
2
〉 = 2, 〈3
2
|| ~σ∆∆ || 3
2
〉 = 2
√
15. (B10)
Equivalent equations hold for the isospin operators ~τ aa
′
.
The functions F of Eq. (B8) are the Fourier transformations of the non–spin, spin–central and spin–tensor part of
the interaction, i.e.
FN(r) = 1
2π2
∫
dk k2j0(kr)V
N
ab,a′b′(k0, k), (B11a)
FC(r) = 1
2π2
∫
dk k2j0(kr)
[
V LOab,a′b′(k0, k) + 2V
TR
ab,a′b′(k0, k)
]
, (B11b)
FT(r) = −1
2π2
∫
dk k2j2(kr)
[
V LOab,a′b′(k0, k)− V TRab,a′b′(k0, k)
]
. (B11c)
For the potentials given in Sec. III, these expressions may easily be found analytically. Furthermore, we need the
following spin matrix elements which are calculated with standard techniques,
〈[(sa′sb′)S′L′]JMJ | ~σ aa
′
1 · ~σ bb
′
2 | [(sasb)SL]JMJ〉 =
(−)sa+sb′+SδSS′δLL′
{
sa′ sb′ S
sb sa S
}
〈sa′ || σaa
′ || sa〉〈sb′ || σbb
′ || sb〉, (B12)
〈[(sa′sb′)S′L′]JMJ | S aa
′,bb′
12 (rˆ) | [(sasb)SL]JMJ〉 =
√
30(−)(S+J)SˆSˆ′LˆLˆ′
(
L L′ 2
0 0 0
){
S′ S 2
L L′ J
}

sa′ sb′ S
′
sa sb S
1 1 2


×〈sa′ || σaa
′ || sa〉〈sb′ || σbb
′ || sb〉. (B13)
From Eqs. (B10) – (B13) one can build up the complete expressions for the matrix elements Vnn′(r) as defined in Eq.
(26), i.e.
Vnn′(r) = 〈[(sa′sb′)S′L′]JMJ | 〈(τa′τb′)11 | Vab→a′b′(k0, ~r) | (τaτb)11〉 | [(sasb)SL]JMJ〉. (B14)
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TABLE I. Parameters used in the meson exchange model for the ∆N interaction.
f2αNN/4π f
2
αN∆/4π f
2
α∆∆/4π Λα [GeV] mα [MeV]
π 0.08 0.32 0.0032 1.1 138
ρ 5.4 21.6 0.216 1.4 770
ω 8.1 a — 8.1 a 1.7 783
σ 5.7 a — 5.7 a 1.4 570
ag2αNN/4π resp. g
2
α∆∆/4π is given.
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FIG. 1. Impulse approximation diagrams for the 2H(p, n) reaction. Here (a) shows the nucleon excitation and (b) the ∆
excitation.
p
n
d
N N
ω, q
n
p d
N∆
ω,q
(a) (b)
FIG. 2. Direct term (a) and exchange term (b) of the ∆N potential V∆∆. The mesons taken into account are the pion (π),
the rho (ρ), the omega (ω), and the sigma (σ).
(a) (b)
pi,ρ,ω,σ
∆ Ν
∆ Ν
pi,ρ
Ν
Ν
∆
∆
FIG. 3. Reaction mechanisms of the different contributions to the inclusive cross section in our analysis. Only the lowest–order
diagrams are shown. They represent: (a) quasi–elastic scattering, (b) p–wave rescattering, (c) coherent pion production, (d)
quasifree ∆ decay.
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n
p d
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FIG. 4. Differential cross section for the reaction 1H(p, n)∆++ at Tp = 790 MeV and at scattering angles θn = 0
o,7.5o, and
15o, respectively. The theoretical calculation uses the parameterization of tNN,N∆ as given in App. A. Experimental data are
from Ref. [32].
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FIG. 5. Zero degree neutron spectrum for the reaction 2H(p, n) at Tp = 790 MeV. The theoretical calculation (solid line)
includes contributions from quasifree ∆ decay (QF, dashed), coherent pion production (CP, dotted), and two–nucleon breakup
of the deuteron (BU, dashed–dotted). Experimental data are from Ref. [32].
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FIG. 6. Full calculation with inclusion of baryonic exchange currents (solid line) in comparison with the “spectator approx-
imation” result where V∆∆ = VN∆ = 0 (dashed line). Experimental data are from Ref. [32].
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FIG. 7. Separation of the inclusive cross section into spin–longitudinal (LO, ∼ ~σ · qˆ) and spin–transverse components (TR,
∼ ~σ × qˆ). Experimental data are from Ref. [33].
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FIG. 8. Neutron spectra for the reaction 2H(p, n) at Tp = 790 MeV at scattering angles of θn = 7.5
o and θn = 15
o,
respectively. Experimental data are from Ref. [32].
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FIG. 9. Effects on coherent pion production 2H(p, nπ+)2H resulting from the direct (dir) and the exchange (ex) contribution
of the π meson to V∆∆ (solid lines). The line labeled (dir+ex) shows the sum of direct and exchange contributions of the π.
Note the apparent shift as compared to the dashed line which represents the spectator approximation V∆∆ = 0.
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FIG. 10. Effects on coherent pion production 2H(p, nπ+)2H resulting from the π, ρ, ω, and σ meson contributions to V∆∆
(solid lines). The line labeled (π + ρ + ω + σ) represents the full model calculation. The dashed line shows the spectator
approximation V∆∆ = 0.
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FIG. 11. Effects of V∆∆ on the exclusive cross section for coherent pion production (CP), quasifree ∆ decay (QF), and
deuteron breakup (BU). Calculations with (solid lines) and without V∆∆ (dashed lines). Note the different scalings of the
vertical axis.
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FIG. 12. Decomposition of the exclusive cross sections into contributions from unnatural parity states (UP) and natural
parity states (NP). Calculations with (solid lines) and without V∆∆ (dashed lines). Note the different scalings of the vertical
axis.
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FIG. 13. Multipole decomposition of the zero–degree spectrum for the exclusive 2H(p, nπ+)2H reaction. Calculations with
(solid lines) and without V∆∆ (dashed lines) for three characteristical partial waves of the ∆N system are shown. Note the
different scalings of the vertical axis.
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FIG. 14. Triple differential cross section for the 2H(p, nπ+)2H reaction at ωlab = 300 MeV and θn = 0
o. The cross section is
shown as a function of θpi which is the angle between the outgoing π
+ and the momentum transfer ~q on the deuteron target.
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FIG. 15. Triple differential cross section for the 2H(p, nπ+)2H reaction in the spin–longitudinal (LO) and the spin–transversal
(TR) channel. Mi (Mf ) refers to the spin–projection of the deuteron in the initial (final) state, hence the dashed curves labeled
Mi =Mf show a calculation where spin flips of the deuteron have been excluded.
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